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This past week, the FED raised interest
rates (again), this time by .75%  to
attempt to slow high inflation. As a
result, mortgages are at their highest
since 2008 (6.2% on a 30-year fixed as
of this writing). The housing market was
red hot for quite some time, however
with rising loan rates the slow down has
been surprisingly quick. The complexity
of our economy will lead to ripple

effects across the board, and the impact will be seen in industries as diverse as
retail, manufacturing, and construction. Coupled with a supply chain that is still
struggling from over 2 years of COVID and a possible recession on the horizon, we
will see industries directly related to housing affected first. So, what does this mean
for our clients? 
 
In real estate, new construction will continue to slow, and agents/lenders must be
creative to sell homes. Think variable interest rates which were all the rage in the
early 2000s. Tip - Let your customers know you can find them a home they want and
CAN afford.

In retail, builder orders may slow while consumers adjust to these new realities. We
are already receiving reports of this happening. Marketing strategies should shift to
awareness (especially video!) and capturing market share as products become more
widely available in 2023. 

In food service, consumers will look for additional value to stretch their dollar further.
Have you looked at your bill lately to feed a family of four at a sit-down restaurant?
Restaurants with value offerings and convenience messaging may thrive in this new
reality. Think back to the Hungry Man commercials and “pay what kids weigh” of the
1980-90s.

Especially during rocky times, Engage is always here to help. Agree or disagree with
my opinions? Please feel free to share or reach out directly.

https://storage.googleapis.com/twg-content/documents/Retail-Holiday-Advent-Calendar_hero.gif
https://storage.googleapis.com/support-kms-prod/hzWtbvkLMhiEwo0GrzlIYthKDcZARWKqAqhl


Thanks so much,

Ron,
President and Founder, Engage Media

Our website
LinkedIn

Facebook - @engagemediateam
Twitter - @RonTAdams

TikTok - @engagemediateam

To learn about how Engage Media can help your business, please visit www.engagemedia.com or email
us at info@engagemedia.com. Our team of professionals is ready to assist you with all your digital and
traditional media needs.

News to knowNews to know

12 key days of this holiday season: How to prepare early and drive profits12 key days of this holiday season: How to prepare early and drive profits

ATTRACT EARLY SHOPPERS

Prepare for the longest holiday shopping season yet

This year, people are buying their gifts early. Very early. They’ve spent the past two years watching the
pandemic impact the holiday shopping season with supply chain issues, price fluctuations, and retail staff
shortages. Now, they’re kicking off their shopping months in advance to get what they need, when they
need it, and for the right price. In fact, as early as July, Google searches for “Black Friday deals” grew by
over 200% in the U.S. compared to last year.1 This buyer enthusiasm means retailers have the chance to
attract savvy shoppers early and distribute revenue opportunities across a longer period of time.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google

https://www.engagemedia.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/engage-local-media/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/increase-holiday-sales/


TikTok Updates Its Policies To Further Restrict Political Ads, DonationsTikTok Updates Its Policies To Further Restrict Political Ads, Donations

Deeming itself “an entertainment platform where people come to share their stories, and understand
other people’s experiences,” TikTok announced on Wednesday that it will be implementing new
restrictions on accounts linked to political candidates.

“We want to continue to develop policies that foster and promote a positive environment that brings
people together, not divide them,” the company said in a recent blog post. “We do that currently by
working to keep harmful misinformation off the platform, prohibiting political advertising, and connecting
our community with authoritative information about elections.”

To do so, the short-form video network is requiring that all accounts belonging to a government politician
or political party be verified. Until now, this has been optional. TikTok said it has begun trialing mandatory
verification for political-affiliated accounts in the U.S.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post

Marketing 101: Ask me anythingMarketing 101: Ask me anything

SmartBrief demand gen experts answer pressing questions about marketing in this Q&A.

There are so many marketing buzzwords sales teams must sift through, but you can’t play in the
metaverse if you don’t know the basics of sales and marketing. SmartBrief sat down with two of our
demand generation leaders, Jared Stearns, director of demand generation, and Emily Snyder, marketing

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/378050/tiktok-updates-its-policies-to-further-restrict-po.html


manager, demand generation, for an “Ask me anything” session. Stearns and Snyder answer everything
from what is an MQL, what is demand generation marketing and how to get more “hot leads.”

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: SmartBrief

If Windows 11's 2022 Update Hasn't Tempted You Yet, These New Features WillIf Windows 11's 2022 Update Hasn't Tempted You Yet, These New Features Will

From productivity tools to security features, there are plenty of things to explore in Microsoft's new
update.

Microsoft has given Windows 11 a major update. Released on Sept. 20, the first big update to the
operating system is now available for download on your laptop or desktop. You may be wondering,
though, should you install the upgrade? With all the new security, productivity, accessibility, and gaming
features, the answer is likely yes.

The operating system is fast approaching its first anniversary in early October. At launch, the new
operating system brought dozens of new features to life, including a redesigned interface, widgets, a
more accessible Microsoft Teams experience, multiple desktops and Snap Layouts and Groups, as well
as Android apps.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source:CNET

TikTok is expanding its #BookTok community with new linksTikTok is expanding its #BookTok community with new links

https://corp.smartbrief.com/original/2022/09/marketing-101-ask-me-anything
https://www.cnet.com/tech/services-and-software/if-windows-11s-2022-update-hasnt-tempted-you-yet-these-new-feature-will/


One of the most robust and beloved communities to emerge on TikTok is #BookTok, a corner of the
platform devoted to discussing literature and sharing book recommendations. To date, #BookTok has
accumulated over 77 billion views — and TikTok has taken note of its popularity.

Following the launch of the TikTok Book Club back in July, TikTok is further investing in the #BookTok
community through a partnership with Penguin Random House. Today (Sept. 20), the platform launched
a new feature in the U.S. and UK that allows you to link any Penguin Random House title in your video
through a tagging function.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Mashable

McDonald’s is selling Happy Meals to adults — with a twistMcDonald’s is selling Happy Meals to adults — with a twist

The Hamburglar is back at McDonald’s. But this time, it’s just for adults.

McDonald’s is bringing back its family of recognizable figurines in a new adult Happy Meal, which, yes,
includes the toys. Beginning October 3, customers can order a Cactus Plant Flea Market Box — a Big
Mac or 10-piece chicken McNuggets, with fries and a drink. The meal is a collaboration between the
streetwear brand and the fast food chain as it digs deeper into nostalgia.

The food will be served in a specially designed box that should trigger memories of Happy Meals from the
old days. Toys include redesigned takes on McDonald’s famous mascots, including Grimace,
Hamburglar, and Birdie, plus a new one named Cactus Buddy.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: CNN

https://mashable.com/article/booktok-update-links-penguin-random-house
https://www.cnn.com/2022/09/27/business/mcdonalds-adults-happy-meal/index.html


Spotify sells audiobooks nowSpotify sells audiobooks now

This is Part 2 of the company’s strategy to depend less on its music biz.This is Part 2 of the company’s strategy to depend less on its music biz.

Spotify started selling audiobooks in the US yesterday. It represents Part 2 of the company’s push to
become a one-stop shop for your earholes (the first being podcasts). Spotify’s Head of Audiobooks Nir
Zicherman said that the audiobook market is expanding by about 20% annually. What he didn’t say is that
it’s dominated by one big player: Amazon. Its service, Audible, accounted for more than 40% of the
audiobook market in 2018, according to data from Codex.

But Spotify could turn down Amazon’s volume by offering users something Audible doesn’t: options.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Morning Brew

BeReal could start adding paid features in 2023BeReal could start adding paid features in 2023

Will you have to pay to BeReal?Will you have to pay to BeReal?

According to reporting by the Financial Times, BeReal is considering adding paid features to its currently
free-to-use app. The photo-sharing app exploded in popularity this year, particularly with Gen Z. BeReal's
supposed authenticity — users get a two-minute window once a day to make a completely unfiltered post
— promised to be a respite from overly curated, advertisement-filled Instagram feeds. To keep up with
BeReal's meteoric rise, other social media apps like TikTok and Instagram are introducing features that
mimic BeReal, right down to the simultaneous use of your front and back-facing cameras.

While Instagram and TikTok are emulating BeReal, BeReal is not trying to be like either app when it

https://www.morningbrew.com/daily/stories/2022/09/20/spotify-sells-audiobooks-now


comes to in-app advertising. The Financial Times interviewed people closely involved with BeReal and
learned that the company might start monetizing BeReal by incorporating in-app purchases. Intrusive
advertisements, while not completely off the table, are out of the picture for now.

The app has grown significantly, the Financial Times reported. BeReal has over 15 million daily active
users, up from only 10,000 just a year ago. At an evaluation of over $600 million, insiders told the
Financial Times that BeReal's rapid growth could reach "tens of millions of people by the end of the year."

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Mashable

The biggest mystery of Google’s algorithm: Everything ever said about clicks, CTR, andThe biggest mystery of Google’s algorithm: Everything ever said about clicks, CTR, and
bounce ratebounce rate

There's good reason to suspect that Google uses CTR as a ranking factor. Here's how Google addressed
the topic over the years.

It's the biggest mystery and controversy of Google’s search ranking algorithm. For a long time, the SEO
community has debated: is the click-through rate (“CTR”) of search results listings a ranking factor? Or
the closely related “bounce rate” and “dwell time”?

I present to you everything Google has ever said about this, along with some observations and opinions.

Clicks, CTR, bounce rate, and dwell time

If you are newer to SEO, the concept of clicks or click-through rate (“CTR”) being ranking factors is
simple to explain. Once a user performs a keyword search, they can then click on a listing on Google’s
search results page. Google could count those clicks as a type of vote for the content in the results and
lend more ranking ability to those listings that draw more clicks for the keyword in question.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Search Engine Land

Confused about the housing market? Here’s what’s happening now – and what couldConfused about the housing market? Here’s what’s happening now – and what could
happen nexthappen next

The slowdown in the otherwise red-hot housing boom has been stunningly swift.

The U.S. housing market surged during the pandemic as homebound people sought new places to live,
boosted by record-low interest rates. Now, real estate agents who once reported lines of buyers outside
open houses and bidding wars on the back deck say homes are sitting longer and sellers are being
forced to lower their sights.

That has both potential buyers and sellers wondering where they stand.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: CNBC

https://mashable.com/article/bereal-paid-features
https://searchengineland.com/google-clicks-ctr-bounce-rate-ranking-388049?mkt_tok=NzI3LVpRRS0wNDQAAAGHGAAFmpXRFHzY-ZKyNIeaZ-6HU_aHennp-W7i9INIAKAQ8lwsRvtTeRp-zhjui1myTIfaetWTZV08zyYGtSYSp2Izh4sf_3zqnNLOc51zDJclZw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/09/housing-market-confusion-whats-happening-next.html


Samsung’s latest promotion is flipping creative. Regular benches in this bus shelter (spotted in Belgium) have been switched

out with seats styled as XL Galaxy Z Flip 4 phones which customers are encouraged to ‘flip open’.

Source: Brilliant Ads, LinkedIn

What you should know about Amazon's Prime Day-style sale in OctoberWhat you should know about Amazon's Prime Day-style sale in October

The rumors were true.

Prime Day 2: Electric Boogaloo. Prime Day 2 Fast 2 Furious. Prime Day: Episode II – Jeff Bezos Strikes
Back.

Amazon went with "Prime Early Access Sale(opens in a new tab)," but whatever you want to call it,
there's officially another Prime Day-style deals event scheduled for 2022. The retail behemoth will kick off
its holiday shopping season early with "hundreds of thousands of deals" across the brand new event from
Oct. 11 to 12, which will be exclusive to members of its Prime subscription service(opens in a new tab).

This event will also introduce Amazon's first-ever Top 100 list of "some of the season's most popular and
giftable items," and shoppers will encounter discounts on them throughout its 48-hour block. A press
release teased brands like Hasbro, KitchenAid, Samsung, and iRobot, which Amazon now owns.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

https://mashable.com/article/amazon-prime-day


Source: Mashable

Alexa to provide branded answers to your pressing questionsAlexa to provide branded answers to your pressing questions

Amazon hopes highlighting products will lead to increased sales. See, the problem is that people simply
aren't buying enough. To rectify this issue, Amazon announced on Thursday that it is introducing a new
Alexa feature, dubbed "Customers Ask Alexa," wherein "expert brands" provide answers to customer
questions like “How can I remove pet hair from my carpet?” that also just so happen to prominently feature
that brand's particular product.

Per the company, brands will have to first sign up to the Amazon Brand Registry to gain access to the
sellers hub where they can view and answer questions that customers ask their networked Alexa devices.
Both questions and answers reportedly pass through the company's content moderation team before the
most relevant answers are pushed live.

The program launches on limited release this October before expanding out to all eligible US brands by
2023. Alexa users will see the responses appear in late 2022 in the Amazon search bar and on Echo
devices by the middle of next year.

Click here to read more.
Source: Engadget

https://www.engadget.com/alexa-to-provide-branded-answers-to-your-pressing-questions-192829817.html


Shoppers Want Email Offers Before The Holidays, Social Media Is SecondShoppers Want Email Offers Before The Holidays, Social Media Is Second

Shoppers Want Email Offers Before The Holidays, Social Media Is Second

Email is the preferred channel for 35% of consumers approaching this holiday season. And 38% say
email is most likely to catch their attention, according to Optimove’s 2022 Consumer Holiday Retail
Shopping Survey.

Social media is a distant second as a preference, although 21% say it is most likely to grab attention. Text
is favored by 12% and 13% cite it as an attention-getter.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post

TikTok and the race to corner short-form videoTikTok and the race to corner short-form video

The takeaway: As Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram chase TikTok’s success in cornering short-form
video, the race underscores just how important video has become as a marketing channel.

“Brands really should be shifting more budget into video, and I don't mean just TikTok,” our analyst
Jasmine Enberg said on a recent “Behind the Numbers” podcast.

“TikTok is clearly raking in ad dollars as a result of a lot of these economic challenges and privacy policy
changes,” she said. “But it should be looked at as kind of a big-picture thing, so social marketing
strategies—meaning advertising, organic content, and creator partnerships—should all be video-first right
now.”

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/377986/shoppers-want-email-offers-before-the-holidays-so.html


Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Insider Intelligence 

Do the tried-and-newDo the tried-and-new

After the enormous disruption of the past few years, we now find ourselves in a period of uncertainty. And
amid that uncertainty, we are seeking answers.

This is evident in the results of a global survey we recently conducted with Ipsos. When a large purchase
needs to be made, 60% of consumers in surveyed countries say they need to conduct research in order
to feel confident about making large purchase decisions.1 We also saw this reflected in jumps in search
activity over the past six months for terms ranging from “specials this week,” up 60% year on year, 2 to
“last minute flights,” up 90% in the same period.3 These trends present huge opportunities for any
business ready to reach customers at just the right moment to convert searches into sales.

The reliability of tried-and-true advertising solutions powered by new insights and automation will get
advertisers ready for what’s next.

Since an uncertain macroenvironment can make it feel especially consequential to make changes, many
marketers may have the impulse to hunker down. But the riskiest move is making no move at all.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google 

It's Time to Take Memes Seriously. 5 Strategies To Incorporating Memes in YourIt's Time to Take Memes Seriously. 5 Strategies To Incorporating Memes in Your

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/tiktok-race-corner-short-form-video
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/future-of-marketing/digital-transformation/business-resilience


Marketing Strategy.Marketing Strategy.

Digital marketers are hopping on the meme trend. In some cases, brands can get more engagement with
a well-timed meme than any other marketing graphics.

At least two-thirds of millennials and Gen Z regularly share memes on social media. The only content
more likely to be shared is infographics and travel photos. Visual media is the most important form of
communication now. Surveys have found that 55% of 13-35 year-olds send memes weekly, and at least
30% exchange memes daily. Nearly a quarter of respondents said they send memes multiple times per
day.

The question on most marketers' minds is, "How can I create viral memes?"

If your content can incorporate these five elements, your chances of going viral are much more
significant.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Entrepreneur.com

5 steps to manage an underperforming employee5 steps to manage an underperforming employee

The CEO of Bailey Strategic Innovation Group notes that in the absence of leadership development,
there are several tactical things managers can do to navigate this issue.

I ask people managers all over the world, “What is the worst part about being a manager?”

Honestly, the most frequent answer I get is, “Managing people.”

Understandable! If we didn’t have to manage people, managing people would be a much more enjoyable
experience. Managing underperforming employees is one of the most critical roles of any manager, and
its impact on the team and the organization is tremendous. Why, then, do so many managers avoid this
duty? Most leadership development programs (if a leader was lucky enough to go through one) simply do
not provide the tools and training necessary to navigate the discomfort of managing an underperforming
employee. So many managers put the onus of change on the underperforming employee, ultimately
throwing up their hands to say, “There’s nothing else I can do.”

Well, there is more that can be done. Take these five steps as a set of possible tools and interventions.
Obviously, this is not an exhaustive list, but it can provide a road map for this critically important yet
difficult responsibility.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Fast Company

https://www.entrepreneur.com/growing-a-business/how-to-use-memes-to-transform-your-marketing-strategy/435351
https://www.fastcompany.com/90790010/5-steps-to-manage-an-underperforming-employee
https://www.fastcompany.com/90790010/5-steps-to-manage-an-underperforming-employee


Your Career Is Just One-Eighth of Your LifeYour Career Is Just One-Eighth of Your Life

Five pieces of career advice, shaped by economics, psychology, and a little bit of existential math.
                                                                                
Career advice as a genre is almost fatally flawed. With 160 million American workers across thousands of
occupations in hundreds of industries, saying anything that is of use to all of them is practically
impossible. The most common counsel is almost always too personal to be broadly applicable. My toes
curl with embarrassment when successful people say anything along the lines of “Just do these three
things I did.” Autobiography is not advice. Given how poorly most people understand themselves, it’s
barely even autobiography.

But in the age of “quiet quitting” and “nobody wants to work” memes, I’ve noticed that a lot of modern
career advice is something more like anti-career advice. I’m ruffled by those who, having climbed the
ladder with care and determination, turn around and claim that success is a sham and hard work is a
sucker’s game. Telling young people who just graduated from college that a satisfying career is hopeless
until we dismantle capitalism is about as helpful as telling somebody asking for directions to the bathroom
that no true relief will visit humankind until death.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: The Atlantic 

Klobuchar, Cruz strike deal to advance journalism antitrust billKlobuchar, Cruz strike deal to advance journalism antitrust bill

A bill that would let most news outlets collectively negotiate with dominant tech platforms for
compensation to distribute their content advanced out of a Senate committee Thursday after Sens. Amy
Klobuchar (D-Minn.) and Ted Cruz (R-Texas) struck a deal.

The Journalism Competition and Preservation Act aims to help local and smaller news outlets negotiate
by leveling the playing field with tech giants like Google and Facebook.

https://www.theatlantic.com/newsletters/archive/2022/09/career-ambition-advice-data/671374/


Thursday’s vote to advance the bill out of the Senate Judiciary Committee followed two weeks of
negotiations between Klobuchar and Cruz after the Democrat pulled a vote on her bill at a markup earlier
this month.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: The Hill
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